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L E T T E R TO TH E ED I TOR

SARS‐CoV‐2molecular testing for thediagnosisofCOVID‐19:
One test does not fit all

To the Editor,

We read with interest the study by Chu et al., in which SARS‐CoV‐2
was detected in only 30 of 54 (56%) of healthcare workers (HCW) by

real‐time reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT‐PCR)
in upper respiratory tract (URT) specimens.1 At our institution, we

similarly had a case of a healthy 33‐year‐old female HCW who de-

veloped fevers after working several weeks in clinical assessment

areas including the COVID‐19 ward where appropriate personal

protective equipment was used. Despite high suspicion for COVID‐
19, two nasopharyngeal swabs (NPS) tested negative on days 2 and 4

of illness using a laboratory‐developed assay targeting genes for the

envelope (E) protein and RNA‐dependent RNA polymerase.2

Nevertheless, she continued home self‐isolation given ongoing

symptoms.

In the 2nd week of illness, she developed anorexia, nausea, and

vomiting but still lacked respiratory symptoms. Due to persisting

suspicion for COVID‐19, a third NPS and paired 1ml saliva specimen

was collected on illness day 9. NPS was tested on another platform

using the cobas® SARS‐CoV‐2 test (Roche) targeting E and Orf1a

genes. Saliva was tested using the LightMix® ModularDx SARS‐CoV
(COVID19) E‐gene assay (TIB Molbiol). This third NPS tested

“indeterminate”: E gene was positive with a cycle threshold (Ct) value

of 41.47, and the Orf1a gene was negative. Saliva tested positive

with a Ct of 25.83 for the E gene (Figure 1).

The potentially missed COVID‐19 diagnosis in this HCW high-

lights several important aspects regarding SARS‐CoV‐2 testing. First,

when there is high pretest probability and suspicion for COVID‐19, it
is important to maintain isolation measures regardless of an initial

negative NPS. The sensitivity of real‐time RT‐PCR of URT specimens

may be limited early or late in the disease course with an estimated

median false‐negative rate of 38% on the first day of symptom

onset.3 Despite high analytical sensitivity, “false‐negative” results

generally arise from preanalytical issues including poor collection

technique, nonconducive anatomy, or features of the clinical pre-

sentation.4,5 Consequently, saliva for SARS‐CoV‐2 diagnosis is an

attractive alternative specimen for ease of collection and less de-

pendence on the collector technique. Reports of cases detected by

saliva alone when paired with URT collection are increasing and in-

clude prospective studies of 91 inpatients with SARS‐CoV‐2 and 217

quarantine centre outpatients where 11% and 47.5% tested positive

only by saliva, respectively.6,7 These findings along with results in

Chu et al.'s study of HCWs demonstrate that combining modalities

enhances diagnostic yield, especially in cases with high clinical

suspicion but negative URT testing. Chu et al. used respiratory

imaging in HCWs to enhance diagnosis; however, alternative speci-

men types like saliva or sera for serological testing, especially beyond

the first week of illness, can likewise increase sensitivity and speci-

ficity for SARS‐CoV‐2 detection by accounting for limitations of

real‐time RT‐PCR of URT samples.8,9

Second, although clinical diagnostic laboratories are accustomed

to establishing threshold Ct values for clinical reporting, it is essen-

tial to recognize that SARS‐CoV‐2 is a virus of considerable public

health importance. Laboratories should carefully review all late Ct

values for SARS‐CoV‐2 targets and interpret the results in the clin-

ical context of the patient. Missed diagnoses in HCWs can have

substantial consequences including healthcare facility outbreaks. In

this case, the third NPS had only one genetic target detected with a

very late Ct value, which was reported as “Indeterminate” to indicate

a weak positive result. It would have been erroneous to report this as

“Negative” given the exposure history and the paired saliva sample,

which was clearly positive.

Third, although respiratory symptoms are common in COVID‐19,
the extra‐pulmonary disease can exist in isolation. A retrospective

study of 651 hospitalized patients found that 28.4% of patients with

gastrointestinal symptoms lacked any respiratory symptoms.10 The

HCW's absence of respiratory symptoms, predominant gastro-

intestinal symptoms, and consistently negative or weakly positive

NPS samples likely points toward more gastrointestinal rather than

respiratory viral shedding. Clinical judgement must guide testing and

interpretation: targeted testing of specimens where symptoms

manifest—beyond a single NPS—should be a guiding principle for

diagnosing SARS‐CoV‐2 infections and proved to be appropriate and

essential here. As the understanding of SARS‐CoV‐2 continues to

expand, this case emphasizes that no one diagnostic test fits all.
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F IGURE 1 Timeline of illness progression and testing for the healthcare worker
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